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“…Despite there being screaming front-page headlines on the Drudge
Report, Huffington Post and everywhere else that this situation is
apparently “out of control,” it very much IS controlled…. In going through
airports and talking to people, I saw no evidence whatsoever that anyone
was concerned about Ebola… It’s obvious that this narrative is being used
to try to create fear and justify more war.

“Not everyone knew as much before, but they are learning very quickly. I
dropped some very heavy Disclosure information on two TSA guys and
they didn’t have any trouble accepting it. In fact, they were very excited.
These were ordinary guys.

“…there are ETs out there that are living off of our fear as a food and money supply. When
you get angry, sad, stressed out, jealous, impatient, rude and dominant, you are paying
them. This is the deepest and most significant reason why all this fear-oriented stuff is
happening… These entities are controlling the highest levels of the shadow government.

——————————————————–

Comment by dwilcock on October 6, 2014 @ 11:29 pm

I have just returned as of last night from Minneapolis, where I interviewed five different speakers from the
Paradigm Symposium for my new, upcoming show on Gaiam TV. I have been very, very busy, as we want
to launch a bunch of episodes for the new show at once instead of trickling them out slowly. Plus I am still
producing my other half-hour-a-week show, Wisdom Teachings, and filming with Ancient Aliens, which
happens again tomorrow.

Thankfully it finally looks like I won’t be traveling for about a month. That will be the longest solid block of
down-time I’ve had in months.

Here in LA we are having yet another outrageous heat-wave. In Minneapolis they seem to have just had a
“polar vortex” hit again. My room temperature sank all the way to 62 and there was no way to increase it,
since they cannot switch over from AC to heat that fast, building-wide.
Now I’m back home again and went right from being far too cold to being in a very uncomfortable heat
wave, requiring me to run the AC at least through today.

So here’s the thing. People think HAARP is only one facility in Alaska. These facilities are worldwide. I do
think some of them are now in control of the good guys, but certainly not all of them. We are seeing these
systems being used to stop problems, but I believe with California we are seeing a massive, concentrated
effort from multiple stations to attempt to ensure that it never, ever rains here.
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I have some contract issues to sort out for my next book and the taping tomorrow, but I am familiar with all
the questions, so I am going to get back into the article today and hopefully at least get part of it out. I try
not to ever promise anything because life has a way of completely washing away the best-laid plans.

Interestingly, Kerry Cassidy had emailed me about the same guy Ben is referring to here. I read the entire
PDF that Ben linked to in one sitting on the four-hour flight from LA to Minneapolis. It is quite compelling
material and the writing style definitely kept me engaged after the initial few pages, particularly the single-
spaced pages at the very beginning.

I also have someone who sends me a list of all the most significant articles in truth journalism each day.
The amount of ebola articles right now is utterly massive. In fact, I’ve never seen so many articles written
about one subject in truth journalism before since I started getting this list.

That being said, I completely agree with Ben. Despite there being screaming front-page headlines on the
Drudge Report, Huffington Post and everywhere else that this situation is apparently “out of control,” it very
much IS controlled.

In going through airports and talking to people, I saw no evidence whatsoever that anyone was concerned
about Ebola. I overheard no comments about it. There was no sense of anyone doing anything to suggest
they were worried about germs or viruses. It’s obvious that this narrative is being used to try to create fear
and justify more war.

The three words everyone will be saying after the arrests, and once the tribunals begin, are:

We All Knew.

Not everyone knew as much before, but they are learning very quickly. I dropped some very heavy
Disclosure information on two TSA guys and they didn’t have any trouble accepting it. In fact, they were
very excited. These were ordinary guys.

People are ready. The physics is changing. Furthermore, when you beat people over and over again with
various fear narratives, they finally get tired of being afraid and decide there is more to life than jumping on
command every time the corrupted media tells them “Fear again! Fear again!”

The real issue, as always, is that there are ETs out there that are living off of our fear as a food and money
supply. When you get angry, sad, stressed out, jealous, impatient, rude and dominant, you are paying
them. This is the deepest and most significant reason why all this fear-oriented stuff is happening.

These entities are controlling the highest levels of the shadow government. Although everyone below
these levels treats the top guys as godlike leaders, those leaders in turn are treated like factory-raised
cattle by the negative ETs. That’s why so much of what’s going on — like this lust to reduce population —
doesn’t make sense from any human perspective, no matter how sociopathic they are.

There are justifications within the Cabal for why they think population reduction is necessary, but the
arguments are ridiculous. We have outside authorities we can look to for help with sustaining and
balancing our population. We have the technology to feed and support many more people, and to colonize
off-planet if we run out of space here. Furthermore, by allowing countries to develop, you actually
decrease the birth rate, not the opposite, since people have children to help survive in a harsh
environment.

This is some of what I will be talking about in the article. I am very glad to finally have enough time to
actually do it, as there hasn’t even been a spare minute in the last week.
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